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N APRIL 10, THE VERY SAME DAY THAT
Mikhail Gorbachev announced the
forthcoming destruction of Soviet
chemical weapons and proposed
talks to eliminate short-range nuclearmissiles from Europe, the French National Assembly overwhelmingly approved a huge
arms procurement program that includes
new chemical weapons and the short-range
Hades nuclear missile.
Amid praise for the virtues of "consensus"
and "cohabitation" betwen the conservative
government that drafted the law and
Socialist President Francois Mitterrand who
approved it, Socialists joined the conservatives a'nd the far-right National Front in passing the bill 536 to 35 (see accompanying
story). Only the Communists voted against it.
"Our people's profound agreement on defense is an opportunity for France," said Prime
Minister Jacques Chirac as he presented the
new five-year military programming bill to
. the National Assembly. An opportunity, that
is, to spend at least $80 billion on nuclear
and high-tech arms in the next five years,
for an annual increase in arms spending of
at least 6 percent. The French public's perceived readiness to allow mammoth military
spending provides a chance to use the military sector as an economic growth leader.
The author of the Military Programming
Act, Defense Minister Andre Giraud, is above
all an industrial planner who as director of
the Atomic Energy Commission (CEA)
played a major role in developing the French
nuclear industry.
In 1981 the newh/-electedleft government
pushed through an increase in the minimum
wage and other measures putting more
spending money in the pockets of the less
prosperous part of the population. The idea
was that the spending would increase demand and thus be good for business. It increased demand, but the demand was met
by foreign producers. Rising imports gave
France a big trade deficit.
The big advantage of military spending is
that the government can more easily make
sure it goes to domestic rather than foreign
producers. And it can be channelled toward
new high-tech sectors.
Electronics account for 25 percent of the
new arms spending. This is a sector French
leaders are most anxious to develop. The
model is IBM, which grew to its giant size
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One country's costly conversion
from a welfare to a warfare state

FRANCE

Conservative Prime Minister Jacques Chirac joined Socialist President Francois Mitterrand (right) in the passage of a new military bill?

by feeding for many years mainly on Penta- credibility of the Soviet threat. In the view
gon contracts. The biggest single beneficiary of French arms industry technocrat Francois
of French defense spending is the big Thom- Heisbourg, the director designate of the Lonson electronics group, which is increasingly don International Institute of Strategic
concentrating on the military sector. Elec- Studies, Soviet disarmament is just another
tronic components will account for a third "threat": he likened Gorbachev's proposals
to a half the cost of the expensive new com- to "carpet bombing."
bat plane to be ordered from Dassault.
French leaders must worry that the timing
"Carpet bombing": The "Soviet threat" may be off for their big shift from the welfare
is being brandished as never before in order to the warfare state. Chirac warned the Nato sell expensive new high-tech weapons to tional Assembly of a possible new period of
the French people, at a time when social ben- detente. A Soviet-American "zero option" agefits are being steadily cut back. Gorbachev reement to get rid of intermediate-range misis not being helpful at all in keeping up the siles in Europe would have "negative and

dangerous consequences" if it should seem
to set off a process of "denuclearization of
Western Europe," Chirac said. French leaders are gambling that any U.S. withdrawal of
missiles or other forces will instead lead
Western Europe to build up its own militaryindustrial complex. France can certainly not
sustain such an arms program unless bolstered by European NATO allies, notably
West Germany.
The Soviet threat is the only one that concerns the West Germans, and is thus indispensable for any joint Franco-German arms
buildup. For the French, however, it is not

Socialist Party's backing of Military Programming bill perplexes many in party's rank and file
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the only "threat." French military doctrine Germans are extremely wary ojfJQiij^ing the
sees "three circles" of defense: the French—or even the Americiilprinto "out
"sanctuary" of France itself, the European of [NATO] area" operations in the Third
alliance, and an outer circle comprising World. Even the chairman of the Assembly's
French interests al! around the world, including island possessions in every ocean and
client states in Africa. Chirac recalled that
"Third World crises can directly or indirectly
affect the essential interests of European military spending is that
countries. France has never lost sight of that the government can
reality, and that is why she has always made
sure to provide herself with a significant ca- more easily make sure it
pacity for acting outside Europe. There, again, goes to domestic rather
our country can play a privileged role which
far exceeds the defense of its own national than foreign producers.
interests." This is the rationale behind one And it can be channelled
of the most expensive items on Giraud's
shopping list. The nuclear aircraft carrier to high-tech sectors.
"Richelieu." The Richelieu is designed to "defend national interests throughout the military affairs commission, Francois Fillon,
world" by conventional or nuclear "power a member of Chirac's party, acknowledged
projection."
that "financial and economic problems"
Where will the money come from? The might arise making it impossible to carry
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out the government's ambitious arms program. He also noted that the French five-year
plan is vulnerable to technological innova^ions that could make certain systems obsolete before they are built. Moreover, many
career officers are unhappy that the singleminded emphasis on new weapons systems
means neglect of the human side of the
armed services.
Socialist doubts about the program were
silenced from above. The Socialist leader in
the National Assembly, Pierre Joxe, whipped
his party into line with the argument that
Mitterrand himself had approved the program in consultations with Chirac. Mitterrand's contribution was to preserve the purity of French doctrine: priority must be given
to strategic nuclear deterrence in general
and nuclear submarines in particular. Shortrange nuclear missiles must be considered
"pre-strategic" rather than "tactical."
Alain Joxe, one of the rare independent
critics of French military doctrine (and a

French Socialist Party: a unity of silence
By Diana Johnstone

the candidate or his program.
In the Socialist Party itself, "left" means
Media cooperation: The notion that the
mainly fidelity to alliance with the CommuT ITS RECENT CONGRESS IN LILLE, THE candidate must choose his own program was
nist Party, rather than specific positions on
French Socialist Party celebrated behind the absence of program at Lille. But
specific issues.
its unity. It was a unity of silence where then is policy decided? Theoretically,
But alliance is a moot point, so long as
that came from suppressing debate the concerns of grassroots movements
the Communist Party is off by itself sulking,
before the congress even took place. Party should pressure political leaders in a party
hostile to left unity and so weak it can no
leaders agreed in advance to a "resolution of the left. In France today, political movelonger fill out a majority. As for the "center,"
of synthesis" instead of debate between com- ments are virtually dead. There is one excepthis is a hypothetical fragment of the right
peting resolutions—the usual procedure at tion: "SOS Racism," organized among young
that has yet to break away and seek coalition
people with help from ex-Trotskyists, did enSocialist Party congresses.
with the Socialists. The question of alliances
The inspiring ideal uniting the party courage the Socialist Party to stand up more
is for the moment a substitute for defining
around its first secretary, Lionel Jospin, is boldly against the anti-immigrapt mood
a program on the issues.
to gather together as much of the country exploited by the National Front.
Rocard's rival "baron" in the Socialist
as possible to win next year's presidential
While pressure on political leaders from
Parry's endless "war of the roses," Jeanelection. The party officially agrees that movements and the party rank and file is
Pierre Chevenement, openly objected to letFrancois Mitterrand is the best candidate to feeble, pressure from the media is strongly
ting the polls rather than the party choose
achieve this ideal and hopes he will run visible and audible. The success of "SOS Rac- the candidate. Unlike Rocard, Chevenement
again. But if he doesn't, the Socialist Party ism" is in good part a media success. Move- is a party man, but his own rapid shift to the
will unite around "the best placed candi- ments with no friends in the media, notably
right has done nothing to clarify political
date."
the anti-nuclear movement or the peace
debate in the party. As head of the Center
Best placed, that is, in the public opinion movement, have not gotten off the ground.
for Socialist Study, Research and Education
polls. That is the implication, and everyone
A blatant example of media pressure was
(CERES), Chevenement was the baron of the
knows it means Michel Rocard. This was provided by the daily Liberation in two conleft current. As minister of education,
enough reassurance to keep Rocard from secutive front-page features on the eve of
Chevenement suddenly achieved a new
splitting the party in his haste to run for the Socialist Party congress in Lille. The first
popularity by giving vent to the patriotic
president. Mitterrand is playing coy as only was a poll showing that most Socialist voters values of his boyhood, exhorting school chilMitterrand knows how. The master of am- wanted the party to ally with "the center."
dren to learn all the words of the national
biguity is letting his own supporters hope The second was a poll showing that most
anthem and so on. The conservative media
he will run again while letting Rocard think Socialist Party leaders, poor old fogies, were
responded by vastly improving his public
he will step aside and let Rocard try. If Mit- still nostalgic for "the left."
image.
terrand at the last minute decides duty calls
Liberation made it clear that to be in tune
Chevenement began to explore "modern
once more, Rocard can only gnash his teeth.
with the times, the Socialist Party must try to
republicanism." CERES was dissolved and reThere is something baffling in Rocard's form the next government with "the center."
placed by "Socialism and Republic," losing
durable reign at the top of the popularity
polls. Perhaps citizens respond year after
year to pollsters that they would like to see
Rocard "play a more important role" because
in fact he has never held an important office.
He is much too tense to be "charismatic."
But he is the great favorite of the modernizing center-left intelligentsia, including the
sociologists who design the polls he keeps
winning.
It is not clear that the Socialist Party could
survive a Rocard candidacy. Those who consider themselves on the left, or those whose
fealty is to one of the other rivals to the
succession, are likely to put their ingenuity
to setting traps for Rocard. Rocard cares little for the Socialist Party, or for parties in
general. With Rocard as its candidate, the
party's uselessness could become blatant
and fatal. That is because the party would
Michel Rocard is a popular Socialist politician, but has never held an important office.
not have chosen, of its own free will, either
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brother of Pierre Joxe), points out the absence of any coherent strategy to go with
the weapons. The expensive Leclerc tank is
being programmed because its designers
like it a lot. Anti-tank weapons would make
more sense for defense and cost less money.
It is unclear how "pre-strategic" nuclear
weapons aboard the Richelieu will keep
South Pacific islanders from rebelling
against French rule. And calling the Hades
nuclear missile "pre-strategic" is an attempt
to scurry around the fact that it does not fit
in with French strategic nuclear deterrence
nor with German defense plans.
Gorbachev's proposals and the lame-duck
confusions of the Reagan administration are
rapidly changing the world context in which
the French and other Europeans must make
their decisions. Unable as yet to figure out
what to do, the French have evaded all the
issues by simply promising to spend more
than they can afford on weapons systems
nobody knows what to do with.
G
most of its rank-and-file members along the
way. The left inside the Socialist Party was
orphaned.
The Socialist Party prides itself on allowing democratic debate to flourish between
various "currents," in contrast to the Communist Party that bans "factionalism." But
the currents in the Socialist Party are now
no more than the fossils of the political debates of a decade ago. They have been made
official and used as a system for apportioning
party functions. Since they no longer correspond to real issues, the institutionalized
"currents" serve to stifle rather than to
stimulate debate.
In particular, refugees from CERES and
new members feel unrepresented by the
"currents" who together agreed on the "synthesis."
Baronies of rhetoric: Obsession with
tactics leads to excessive personalization of
politics. The collection of rival "barons" is
characteristic of all French political parties
except the Communists. A strong women's
movement might have attacked this political
culture, but there has never been a strong
women's movement in France and certainly
not in the Socialist Party, where the small
number of women in responsible positions
has actually declined in recent years. The
French Socialist Party is essentially a party
of relatively high-salaried male professionals
who love to argue politics.
The collapse of the Communist Party has
relieved Socialist leaders of any need to give
serious answers to questions from the left.
The left is perceived by Socialist leaders as
a barren landscape where lost souls wander
in search of a drop of rhetoric to revive their
parched "dreams." Former Prime Minister
Laurent Fabius, a leading young baron, said
the task of Socialists was to reconcile "the
indispensable mastery of the real" with the
"splendid diamond of dream."
At the end of three days of such abstract
declarations, Socialist leaders in Lille all
stood up, roses clutched in their fists to sing
the "Internationale." This daring innovation
was meant to stir the famous "dreams" of
the "people of the left" into imagining that
the Socialist Party is really "more firmly anchored on the left than ever."
It is obvious that the Socialist Party is staying verbally "on the left" to pick up the
maximum number of left votes in the 1988
elections before seeking some "center" to
deal with. Whether or not the French left is
still dreaming is hard to tell. But it certainly
seems fast asleep.
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